We Recommend…Compassion
“I will do whatever is necessary to heal the hurts of others. I will strive to understand and be sensitive to their
feelings.”
Anytime, Anywhere
Hummon, Marcus ISBN: 978-1416948568
Isaac asks his weary father about such things as whether everyone prays to the same God, and how a bedtime prayer can
be said by someone who has no bed.
Buddha in the garden
Bouchard, David ISBN: 978-1551924526
In this retelling of an ancient legend, a boy left at the gates of a Buddhist temple is adopted by monks and discovers the
meaning of enlightenment.
How to heal a broken wing
Bob, Graham ISBN: 978-1406325492
When Will finds a bird with a broken wing, he takes it home and cares for it, hoping in time it will be able to return to the
sky.
Saint Francis and the Wolf
Egielski, Richard ISBN: 978-0066238708
In Gubbio, Italy, Saint Francis shows the villagers that neither wealth nor strength are as powerful as love and
compassion.
Sparrow Girl
Pennypacker, Sara ISBN: 978-1423111870
When China's leader declares war on sparrows in 1958, Ming-Li’s compassion and foresight prevent a disaster.
The Birdman
Charlets, Veronika Martenova ISBN: 978-0887767401
A poor tailor buys sick caged birds and nurses them back to health.
The Deliverance of the dancing bears
Stanley, Elizabeth ISBN: 978-1875560370
A poor man spends all his money to free two mistreated dancing bears, and in doing so reminds the onlookers that the
dignity of all living creatures must be respected.
The Grump
Ludy, Mark ISBN: 978-0966427615
Grumpy Mr. Howlweister, a feared legend in the town of Dinkerwink, has his heart changed by the compassion and love
of a little girl.
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The Girl, the fish & the crown
Heyer, Marilee ISBN: 978-0140506266
While on a dangerous quest which requires her to take the form of different wild animals, a selfish young girl learns
about compassion and generosity.
The Giving Tree
Silverstein, Shel ISBN: 978-0060256654
A young boy grows to manhood learning of love and giving from a tree which gives to him without thought of return.
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